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WEB BASED - REAL TIME HEALTH MANAGEMENT 
 
 

 

CLIENT PROFILE 
 
The client owns a leading Tutelage Institute Group that train people in varying areas of domain. It’s 
a Group that is spread across various cities and train people depending on their needs. 
 

CLIENT SIDE SUMMARY 
 

The client envisioned an online activity management system that allows users to find the best 

professionals   coaches online. A user should be able to see the list of all the coaches those are already 

registered on the website and a user can choose any coach as per his need while registration. The users 

are then, assigned coaches who guide them in that respect and set a basic schedule/regime that they 

can follow, each day, to achieve their desired results. The platform had to be interactive for discussion 

between the Users and their respective Coaches. The application also needed a very strong Admin 

Panel that assign coaches to Users, authorize and restrict their activities, Allow Coaches to set a daily 

schedule for Users, Manage all activities among other functions. 
 
THE CLIENT 
 
Client: Tutelage Institute Group Owner | Location: Sweden | Industry: Education 
 
SURETEK SOLUTION 
 
Suretek analyzed the requirements of the client and came up with a perfect platform that very well 
integrated all the modules. The whole application was divided into different modules headed by 
Coaches, Administrator, and Users. The User first registers on the site and select coach as per his need. 
User also has a choice to select among the available Coaches, to get his training. The Coach defines 
the Doings, Events and Programs for its Users and the Users have to complete all the events. The 
Users can also access the application through their mobile also anywhere so that they can update the 
task as soon as they finished it. The system also has provision for the Clients to interact with the 
Coaches to share their views, Feedback, and Rate the Coach for his training. The application is also 
equipped with functionalities like multiple languages, payment module integration etc. 
 

TECHNOLOGIES USED 
 

PHP, Yii, MySQL, Third Party Tool (SMS gateway api, Payment gateway api)   
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